Morag's View of the Vocalization Tradition of BJA

The Yemenite oral tradition serves as the cornerstone of Morag's theory. His view is summed up by the following statement:
Whereas the authenticity of the Yemenite oral tradition of post-Biblical Hebrew may be tested by comparison with vocalized Mss., the same is not true for the Yemenite tradition of the Aramaic of the Babylonian Talmud. Our opinion of the value of the latter must be based on internal evidence only in the absence of vocalized Mss. with which it could have been collated. Having examined the nature of this tradition as it stands, we may say that in many of its features it would appear to constitute a genuine reflection of a Babylonian Aramaic dialect, as learned by Yemenite scholars, assiduous readers of the Talmud, who went to Babylonia for the purpose.7
Presumably by "the absence of vocalized Mss.," Morag meant Talmudic manuscripts per se, for it was only shortly later that he proposed a comparison between Y and HP and used it to validate the antiquity and stability of the former.8 However, here a paradox results, for vis-a-vis the *a-*a question, Morag did not abandon the primacy of the Yemenite tradition. Indeed on this matter, the opinion that Y preserves a more ancient tradition than HP emerges from his discussion. Such a view is, of course, not excluded but a priori does seem rather less plausible than the position defended below, namely that HP is more faithful to the structure of a living dialect of Geonic Aramaic, while Y is an archaizing tradition. 
According to Morag, Y preserves a tradition of a dialect in which very
Morag tenders the following explanation of the mergers:
(a) he assumes a length and quality contrast between /l/ and /a/. On the basis of comparative evidence, stress is posited for penultimate open syllables, where the final syllable is also open. Because of the stress on these syllables, the feature of length is neutralized, "/a/ also being realized as a long vowel in this position. The /a/-/a/ contrast has thus turned out to be based upon one phonemic factor only, the qualitative. It seems, however, that this feature alone was not sufficient to retain the contrast in question, all the more so since both phonemes were realized as low vowels of approximately the same highness";9 (b) the shift of iCoCV > aCCV is explained by syncope of the shwa followed by vowel shortening in the now closed syllable.10 This shift is only sporadic in Y. Morag claims that all other incidences of the two phones in both traditions appear practically identical. The opposition remained phonemic in both traditions.13 Since in Morag's view the main environment in which Y has a versus a in HP is the feminine plural suffix, it follows that HP represents a dialect which is a later stage of development than Y, precisely by virtue of having carried the *aCoCV shift to completion and having carried analogy further as well. The Yemenite realization of qanmes as a in Bible and Targum would then be simply a survival. This is the same phon(eme) which existed in the dialect of BJA and reading of Bible and Targum, which they received from the Geonim.14 This account has obviously great implications for the description of BJA, as it would tend to establish Y as the frozen record of a living dialect more ancient in visage than HP and therefore presumably closer to the language of the Talmud itself. However, as I shall try to show, Morag's theory is not the only way to account for these data. (c) it posits that given stress lengthening of a short vowel in a certain position and its consequent merger with a long vowel, the product of the merger was paradoxically interpreted as belonging to the short vowel phoneme.19 Moreover, if the durational increment which triggered the vowel shift were caused by stress, one would expect that other stressed syllables would likewise undergo the shift. Since there is no evidence for a shift of other stressed &'s, nor for a distinction between the stress-type evident here and the stress-type evident for nonshifting a's, we will have to look elsewhere for the motivating factor or factors.
The
The Use of Analogy
As seen above (sees. 1.2.2 and 1.3), by positing a very limited phonetic shift, Morag is forced to assume rather complicated analogical processes to explain other *a > a transfers. These analogies do not appear to have a clear rationale, such as regularizing paradigms or the like, and therefore an explanation which obviates the need for them would seem a priori preferable.20
Unexplained Forms
In the following forms in HP the shift *a to a has to be explained on an ad hoc basis if Morag's reconstruction be accepted: (a) kawaOeh, "according to him" < *kowaOeh (pp. 5, 231) (b) hawa=leh, "he became" < * For each of these forms an individual explanation can be found to solve the problem (see notes). These individual explanations represent at least a complication of the theory. Taken together with the two preceding arguments, especially the first, they lead us to search for a different explanation. for Hebrew and adopted for Targumic Aramaicmost probably represents a Hebrew whose vocalic system had been adapted to the vocalic system of Babylonian Aramaic at the time of its invention. We may conclude with some degree of confidence, therefore, that the miqpas pumma (= Tiberian qame,s-a) and imiftah pumma (= Tiberian patah-a) represented distinct phonemes of Babylonian Aramaic at the time of their invention. Since in Targumic Aramaic the two signs are placed quite where we should expect them on historical grounds, we assume no significant conditioned mergers either. The opposition was no longer quantitative but qualitative as will be shown now.
The Present
The Phonetic Value of miqpas pumma
3.3.0 The question at hand in this part of our discussion is one that has been treated frequently in the literature. Some scholars have maintained that the opposition of rmiqpas pumma and miftah pumma was essentially quantitative.31 Others have maintained that the opposition was indeed qualitative, but both were front vowels of different height, miqpas pumma, a low vowel and miftah pumma, slightly higher, perhaps /a/ and /ae/.32 Morag has maintained, following Klar, that in fact the miqpas pumma was a back vowel and the miftah pumma a front vowel, /a/ and /a/. In my opinion, all the evidence points to the last view. Accordingly, I shall review here the evidence which has been offered so far and present some more supporting evidence. Yalon already discredited the first argument very simply.34 In the first place, it is by no means a necessary assumption that the "Spanish" pronunciation has Babylonian origins. We possess a Palestinian vocalization tradition which merges the reflexes of *a and *a. Moreover, the structure of the Palestinian vocalization, with its merger of segol /E/ and sere /e/, is much closer to the "Spanish" pronunciation than is the Babylonian. As a matter of fact, the "Spanish" reading cannot possibly be derived from the Babylonian since in the latter patah and segol are merged and not in the former. We may sum up these relationships by the following statement.
Our first task is to examine
The Tiberian seven vowel system ( fig. 1) back or front vowel, the Babylonians did not use it for a lowered short /u/ because short /u/ was not lowered in their pronunciation. There is, therefore no evidence whatsoever from this nonuse of the sign.37 As for the third argument that in Mesopotamia, in general, historical long *a was a front vowel, there is evidence that at an earlier period in East Syriac as well *a had become a. Thus before /w/, the East Syrians use the sign corresponding to long *a in morphemes where etymologically and in West Syriac short *a obtains.38 This phenomenon is almost certainly to be explained as assimilatory labialization,39 and the resulting vowel must have been a back round vowel at the time, proving that the sign represented such a sound then. Furthermore, Greek words with o and w are written with this sign as well.40 All this suggests very strongly that at an earlier period this phoneme was a back round vowel a which later merged with a, precisely the development we are suggesting for Babylonian Aramaic.41 After all, it seems much more likely that the pronunciation of 41 This view seems to be consistent with that of Noldeke who states, "No one of these systems (i.e., Nestorian or Jacobite) carries out a distinction between long and short vowels . .; in neither case is the quantity of the vowel considered, but merely the quality" (Syriac Grammar, p. 9). Even Birkeland, who argues for a length distinction on the grounds that the Nestorians use terms for "short" and "long" (see Syriac Phonematic Vowel Systems, pp. 18-19), reversing, however, their historically correct application, which to me, as it did to Noldeke (Syriac Grammar, p. 9), suggests strongly the opposite (i.e., that length was totally irrelevant) concludes, "no doubt a: a and e:e express qualitative differences too. And as this kind of difference is the only one that exists between the rest of the vowels, it must also be the one that is of main relevance as regards a and e." (Birkeland, Syriac Phonematic Vowel Systems, p. 14; see also The second italicized passage caused the difficulty with Klar's interpretation. Klar apparently thought that the "preference" mentioned in the preceding sentence meant that they actually adopted the Palestinian reading. He therefore concluded that there was an "academic pronunciation of Hebrew" in Babylonia similar to that of Europe.52 Consequently, he added in parentheses the word "naturally" after the words "who do not read Palestinian," taking the passage to mean that these sages do read Tiberian, albeit as a sort of affectation. Yalon therefore discounted the significance of the first passage, claiming that Qirqisani absolves the Babylonians of guilt in regard to the qanmes by virtue of their sages.53 The passage, however, does not require the addition of the word "naturally" because "preference" here does not imply adoption. These philologists, grammarians, and sages did not read Tiberian at all, as Qirqisani says clearly when not parenthetically embellished. The first group paid mere lip service to the superiority of the Tiberian reading, while the latter carried on their grammatical discussions following its rules. None of these groups had an "academic pronunciation," and therefore if of Hebrew liturgy published by Sharvit, in which the same inversions certainly prove that for its writer as well qames and holam were one. The other type of evidence of this sort, namely the Aramaic-Hebrew incantation bowls is somewhat more difficult to interpret. There are no vocalization signs in these texts and therefore no inverse spellings of qames for o to prove merger.58 There is, however, extensive use of w where historically *a obtained. These spellings show that at least some reflexes of *a had merged with o or were phonetically close to that vowel.59 Yalon has also tried to dismiss the evidence of these texts on the grounds that the phenomenon occurs in only a minority of them.60 Lack of an inverted or naive spelling in a text, however, is never evidence of nonmerger of phonemes. Since there is no counter-evidence, as shown above, there seems to be no reason to posit special dialectal status for these and the above-discussed texts. They are special only in that their writers were clearly from among the less tutored members of Babylonian Jewry. This statement raises several problems, aside from the fact that it is based on a particularly weak argument from silence. First, the corpus examined by Yalon is not exhaustive by any means, so statistically based arguments are suspect. Secondly, these spellings appear in somewhat more than four of those texts; ten would be a more appropriate estimate (give or take one or two because of problems of reading and/or interpretation). It is just that in these additional texts there are not an "abundance" of examples. There seems therefore little reason to regard these as some sort of exceptional phenomenon.
The corpus of bowls examined for this paper include all Jewish bowls published in the twentieth century which were known to me. tion manifests the vocalic system of BJA at a relatively early period, we conclude that BJA had at an early date a six vowel system (fig. 4) . This system did not remain stable however.
The Archaic Babylonian Aramaic
Vowel System i(1) u(6) e (2) o (5) a ( In all other phonetic surroundings where miqpas pumma appears, it is as a variable conditioned variant of miftah pumma. The basic conditioning factor is that the following consonant must be a voiced continuant (or 0). As discussed at length in my forthcoming paper "Variable Rules in Philology," these consonants have a cross-linguistic tendency to lengthen preceding vowels, and phonetically longer vowels often approximate to the outside of the vowel envelope and rise. The precise effect of some of these consonants, e.g., n and r in raising a to o in Babylonian Aramaic and other Aramaic dialects is well known.67 Morag already discussed this effect with regard to following /w/, where of course assimilatory rounding plays an even stronger role.
What is most interesting with regard to this effect in HP, however, is the fact that secondary conditioning factors can also be isolated, i.e., given the presence of the prime factor ( The plausibility of a development of this sort having taken place is much increased by comparative evidence. In the Jewish modern Aramaic dialects of Azerbaijan, described by Garbell,7' the same five vowel system obtains, having been generated by the same *a-*a merger hypothesized for BJA. Unfortunately, I am not in a position to prove that the reflex of *a had been a earlier in that language's history, but this seems at least very likely. Even more striking, however, is the fact that many of the identical allophonic rules occur. Thus the phoneme /a/, whose basic allophone is an "unrounded low front to front central a," is actualized in word final "as a rounded low back, slightly nasalized Morag himself allows for a certain degree of interference between Targumic and Talmudic phonology in Y.106 I believe that he underestimates the extent of interference and that precisely in this area of /a/-/a/ patterning it can be demonstrated. Examining the environments in which Y consistently shows /a/ but HP has miftah pumma, we find that they may be categorized grammatically rather than phonetically. In short, they are all in situations where merger of the two phonemes resulted in the loss of a morphological opposition, otherwise well established in the language. Thus, for instance, the merger of /a/ and /a/ in the feminine plural suffix led to the loss of contrast between that morpheme and the first person plural, ha6ran meaning both "they (femrn.) return" and "we returned." The hypothesized restoration of /a/ in the feminine form (i.e., its reimportation from TOJ) re-created the morphological opposition. It seems to me that the assumption of analogical restoration of iconicity is much more satisfying than that of analogical destruction thereof.
The most dramatic confirmation of this thesis comes, however, when we consider the forms of the participle. In HP, of course, all forms of the participle have only miftah pumima. In Y all participial forms in which there would be homophony with other verb forms if /a/ were retained have /a/ and only in those. Where no loss of grammatical contrast was present, the original /a/ = [a] resulting from the merger has been retained. Thus the Yemenites restored /a/ in the feminine participle qa&tla to distinguish it from the past tense form, which is qatla in their tradition. It is perhaps superfluous to note that these are a minimal pair, since shwa is an allophone of 0 conditioned by the /a/. In the participle with actor suffixes, however, where no merger of grammatical categories resulted, they did not restore /a/, e.g., qatlinan not *qatdlinan. The clinching argument 
